Senior Engineer - Passive Fire Protection (CEng)

Tenmat are seeking a highly professional, FIRAS accredited Passive Fire Protection Engineer who has extensive expertise within Passive Fire Protection markets with a tenacious desire to expend their expertise globally to support Tenmat’s aggressive growth and innovation strategies.

The suitable candidate will be registered with the Institution of Fire Engineers, and will provide engineering evaluations for European and Global Passive Fire Protection applications and will therefore require significant experience of reviewing technical documents, understanding building codes and regulations and influencing construction specifications. It is imperative that the Passive Fire Protection Engineer demonstrates the ability to communicate professionally with all levels of stakeholders including building owners, architects, code officials, contractors and sub-contractors.

The role will support sales teams with providing technical expertise and solutions to specifications and therefore the Fire Protection Engineer will be confident in presenting products from Tenmat’s technical portfolio whilst having the ability to respond to technical questions.

The candidate will have a Bachelor’s Degree in Fire Engineering, Fire Safety Engineering or related discipline from an accredited institution and will have a key understanding of British Standards (BS), European Norm (EN), Construction Products Regulation (EU) 305/2011, European Technical Approval Guidelines (ETAGs), European Assessment Document (EAD’s), Underwriters Laboratories (UL), American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO) fire test standards.

Tenmat’s Passive Fire Protection Team is a successful, growing and innovative department that will suit an ambitious professional with leadership qualities looking to join a prestigious, award-winning employer within the industry. The individual will play a key role in developing the Passive Fire Protection team to become a real centre of excellence and will support the organisation is continuing and growing its reputation in the industry.

The package includes a highly-competitive salary and a substantial benefits package for the right candidate, including possible relocation assistance.

If you would like to apply, please contact April Stevens, HR Officer on april.stevens@tenmat.com with a CV and covering letter detailing your suitability to the role.